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About Konveio
Content Engagement For Civic Projects — Konveio is a content engagement platform that counters indifference, fosters
buy-in, and drives change.
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Konveio (KNV)

Description:

Konveio grew out of Urban Interactive Studio, one of the first providers of civic engagement software. UIS ceased
operations end of 2019 to fully focus on Konveio.

Stakeholder(s):
Chris Haller :
Our founder Chris Haller has been a civic tech pioneer since
the early 2000s and our software has supported public infor-
mation efforts across the United States, Canada and Australia,
from major metropolitan areas to local neighborhoods, higher
eduction, special districts, and nonprofits.

Kelly Hickler :
Communications Manager

Community Leaders :
Our web application gives community leaders the tools they
need to convey ideas, collect feedback, and spark action.

Konveio Customers

City of Austin, Texas

County of Fairfax, Virginia

Prince Georges County, Maryland

State of Hawaii

U.S. Department of Energy

Tetra Tech

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

WSP
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Vision
All plans that improve our communities, institutions and planet become reality.

Mission
To help community leaders get buy-in for their efforts to create a better tomorrow.

Values
Collaboration: Make It Happen -- Konveio (pronounced “convey-o”) was born out of a passion for collaboration,
follow-through and implementation: a desire to keep plans, policies, guides or reports alive and off the shelf.

Follow-Through

Implementation
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Living Documents
Publish living documents
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Konveio lets you publish living documents - not clunky downloads. Just upload your PDF into the online viewer, then
add maps, videos, forms, and other multimedia to make the document more insightful and fun to explore. If desired,
readers can provide feedback through embedded surveys or commenting directly on the document.

1. Understanding

Add interactive overlays on top of your content to make it easy to understand.

Convey — Add interactive overlays on top of your content to make it easy to understand. Include zoomable
maps, forms, newsletters sign-ups, street views, videos, virtual reality and other elements that help people
understand your content by letting them explore, not just read.
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1.1. Overlays

Add zoomable maps, videos, glossary or links to more information.

Interactive Overlays — Add content that doesn’t fit into PDFs, like zoomable maps, videos, glossary or links to
more information.

_f35c5cba-802c-11ea-8f24-ce4cff82ea00

1.2. Visual Summaries

Create visual overview pages to summarize information and provide quick access to relevant content.
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2. Collaboration

Involve stakeholders in the drafting stages and evaluate their feedback.

Collaborate — Ever been unsure whether your plans or policies have buy-in from your target audience?
Konveio gives you powerful tools to involve stakeholders in the drafting stages and evaluate their feedback.

_f35c5dbe-802c-11ea-8f24-ce4cff82ea00

2.1. Comments

Support in-line commenting.

Collect Comments — Ask for detailed feedback with in-line commenting

_f35c5ef4-802c-11ea-8f24-ce4cff82ea00

2.2. Feedback

Facilitate and make sense of comments.

Manage Feedback — Facilitate and make sense of comments using artificial intelligence and advanced
moderation features.
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3. Mobilization

Gather support for your plan or policy.

Mobilize — Gather support for your plan or policy by adding actions that help drive implementation. From
newsletter subscriptions, to taking pledges, signing petitions or contacting representatives, the opportunities for
action are endless... Surveys and Maps — Ask questions, collect pledges, map places or sign up volunteers
directly from your document.

_f35c5fda-802c-11ea-8f24-ce4cff82ea00

3.1. Questions

Ask questions.

_f35c60ac-802c-11ea-8f24-ce4cff82ea00

3.2. Maps

Map places.

_f35c6188-802c-11ea-8f24-ce4cff82ea00

3.3. Volunteers

Sign up volunteers.

Administrative Information
Start Date:
End Date:

Publication Date: 2020-04-16
Source: https://konve.io/about-us

Submitter:
Given Name: Owen

Surname: Ambur
Email: Owen.Ambur@verizon.net
Phone:

https://konve.io/about-us
mailto:Owen.Ambur@verizon.net
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